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A post-Covid virgin, an apt description as 13th November was my first outing to Bearwood; not due to any concerns 
about picking up the virus (I’ve probably had more than my fair share of excitement in this life) but because instead of 
slowing down the demands made on me seem to increase at an exponential rate – how is it for you? I did suggest in the 
last issue that some fine person might like to lighten my load by taking over the editorship of the newsletter, the silence 
was deafening! So, I guess I’ll potter on for a while until I get fed up or the supply of articles grinds to a halt, when that 
happens the issue at the time will feature an artistic “foreclosure” notice.

Meanwhile our happy band of track workers make apple cake fueled progress! - See photo’s below.

Returning to the dearth of modelling “Chez Moi” I have been keeping my building skills up-to-date. Firstly, by 
prefabricating and installing a set of security gates to protect a charity’s equipment, I had a better idea (an elephant trap 
across the entrance) but I gather the authorities in this country are rather against the idea of impaling thieves. I’ve also 
spent two days making good the work of a “professional” plumber – where do they find these characters, not 
Checkatrade I hope? Apart from that I was just starting to think that it was time to get out that kit that I purchased on 
holiday when the “foreman” (foreperson?) started to strip paper off the dining room wall and mentioned that this had to 
be redecorated in time for Christmas – hey ho!

https://bearwoodamrg.wordpress.com/
https://www.nmrabr.org.uk/
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Now to serious business; Gordon 
has put together a piece on the new 
boards, which raises some 
interesting points, please read it and 

then let Roger have your views asap. The 
small working party has already 
had to make some decisions on the 
placement of stub end tracks, now 
is the time for final tweaking in 
order to prevent any wasted 
expenditure. 
Bob
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Chairman’s Musings

DON'T FORGET, As advised previously by email, we have a trader coming to the December Meet. 
Ron Lines from Southampton will be happy to meet your modelling needs and take your orders. Together 
with this newsletter you will have received a document from Gordon Edgar commenting on the new layout 
boards which are now under construction. It does raise several interesting points, which I hope we can take 
on board for discussion. My comments on the document and how I see the group progressing are also 
attached. Please make your comments by email to myself, and to the editor of the newsletter for inclusion 
in a future issue. Whilst on the subject of the newsletter, please remember that Bob Skinner took the job on 
for twelve months. Any colleague who has the necessary expertise to take on the job, please get in touch 
with Bob urgently for a chat about it,

Saturday is the day that I present the retirement card and cheque to Lois Taylor at Bearwood. She is 
retiring at the ripe age of 92!! If you want to donate, please get the cheque to me (Roger Luffman) urgently 
so I can add your monies on. Thank you. If you are stuck, I can accept donations for Lois up to 11 am at 
the meeting, but we must be very discrete about it. I want it to be as complete a surprise as possible.
Now for my comments on where I see the club going, and Gordon's observations about the new boards.

Firstly, I am pleased he did not suggest ripping it all up and starting again, that would have led to a veto 
from myself. It is now time for us to finish the work, which was started at the beginning of 2017 on these 
boards. We must remember Covid has cost us almost 2 years!

The first thing that we need to decide is if we are going to stay with a foot in both camps, as a DC/DCC 
layout. I wonder how many apart from myself have much if any DC equipment, but first a slight, though I 
believe relevant digression, which comes back to the bugbear which affects virtually all railway modellers 
and layouts whether club, home or Freemo boards.

https://www.ronlines.com/
http://discussion.my/%22%20%5Ct%20%22_blank
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It is simply this that none of us have sufficient space so what we do is inevitably a compromise of some 
kind. To put matters into perspective in H0 1 mile would be represented by a line 60feet 8 inches in length, 
approx. In other words, the biggest Freemo connection we have ever had at Bearwood was a little over 2/3 
mile long. Once around the continuous layout is around 3/4! A freight train is frequently 5 miles long on a 
continental railway. So, worldwide this is a problem to modellers, 10 times round the continuous layout 
you have run around 7-8 miles. These are problems that aren't going to go away so we have to find an 
enjoyable way round them. Selective compression of a scene can be part of a solution, as can a long tunnel 
in a helix, and shorter trains. 

To answer some of Gordon's points.

1) A smaller scene attractive to exhibition managers. We have started work on two boards which are 
attachable to the layout via point work and a slip which have been installed.

2) If we decide to run only DCC then clearly there is no analogue side, and any problems associated with 
DC switching and crossovers through the DCC to reach the edge of the layout.
If we decide to stay with a DC presence then the question of making the DCC the outside of the layout 
becomes VERY relevant.

     To enhance running and provide greater variety then a number of us at various times have floated the 
idea of providing facility for attachment of other boards to the outside of the layout for us by members and 
visitors (always by prior arrangement to prevent chaos)
It should be practical to have a terminal station of considerable length in the Youth club, it would need the 
small two feet extension to enable the curvature to be realistic and of course outside DCC at the very least. 
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This brings me to another point, access to the central area between the boards, none of us are getting 
younger, and it ought to be possible to devise a means of access by use of a lifting bridge (I mean 
mechanical NOT lift out) This would have an operating advantage as I see it in that a means would need 
installation to cut power to ensure no stock hit the floor. Which brings us on to signalling. A recent 
equipment purchase agreed on 13th November will make it possible for ALL the switches to be 
controllable. To gain access power over the bridge must be cuttable, and signalling installed. What I mean 
is ground shunting signals, they are scarcely higher than rail level and would not cause any problems with 
the stacking of the modules. We can also if we are careful use plug in Red/Green colour light signals on 
the main lines.

Which brings me to the point raised by Gordon about scenery. The old boards were scenicked only with 
ground cover, the buildings etc. were added and removed at the beginning and end of operations, properly 
planned and numbered this would not cause a problem, I would estimate 15 minutes at each end of the 
day, but it MUST be preplanned and clearly labelled by one person and one person only. All and any 
labelling already on the boards which would be in conflict has to be removed.

If we have scenery permanently in place then it becomes a storage problem itself in that the boards 
become taller and will cost more to store.

I have not attempted to address all the points at present.

In conclusion I have decided that I am having some of my locos converted to DCC and will be used 
primarily on the Bearwood layout. The others will be used on my home layout and at Bearwood on DC 
tracks whilst we have them, and if we continue them.
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The big thing we need to consider by 
members who use the continuous layout 
primarily and by those who use Freemo too. 
Do we maintain a DC presence on the 
layout or go DCC only?
Please, as I said earlier, comment either 
verbally or by email.

Hopefully Covid will be increasingly under 
control and we shall be able to resume 
operations (and lunch) fairly. Hope to see 
you all on the 11th December but to those 
who can't make it Merry Christmas and a 
Happy New Year.

Roger 
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The New Boards- a time for reflection.

Since our November meeting I have been giving these new boards, considerable thought including the 
danger of DCC to analogue power crossover. However, having seen the boards again I am having 
reservations about whether we can achieve what we originally planned.  

What I believe we wanted was:

1. To create a 'smaller' scene that might prove attractive to exhibition managers.
2. Create switching on the analogue side. We want to do this so that: 

a. more members can be occupied
b. there is an increase in running 
c. greater variation in running

3. Maintain the current quality of switching on the DCC side and enhance it. [see below]
4. Maintain continuous running on both the analogue sides and the DCC side.

5. Ensure that both continuous running and switching can occur in simultaneously on both sides or if there 
must be interruption that interruption is minimal.

6. Have the facility for the whole railway to become DCC at exhibitions.

At this stage I have my doubts that we can achieve all that. I know young Iain created a track plan to our 
specification and we agreed to that plan but 2 years on with a fresh look I am not sure we can. It is better I 
say so now rather than in the future. I am not suggesting ripping it all up and starting again. 
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Rather I am asking we look again at the track plan to see how we can adapt what we have done so far so 
we can achieve as many of those 6 objectives as possible.

 We have:

● Two Main lines, the red line and the blue line, each of which split into loops

● Approximately halfway down the red pair and the blue pair there is a crossover.

● Off the blue line there are three spurs.

Two spurs can be ‘reverse’ switched so freight cars can be pushed into/pulled out, but one will 
need the loco to run round before switching can occur.

There is one ‘reverse’ switch on the inner blue line and one ‘reverse’ on the outer line.

The other spur on the inner line will need the loco to run round.

● Off the red line there are four spurs.

➢ On the outer line one spur can be reverse switched but the other will require the loco to run 
round before switching can occur

➢ Likewise on the inner line one switch can be reversed switched but the other will need the loco 
to run round.
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In total we have seven spots where stock can be set down to and picked up from. That would 
suggest interesting running. However, we may not be able to achieve our objectives.

Currently there is no crossover track between the red and blue lines.

● What are the challenges?
➢ The switching element and the continuous running have worked side by side. 

➢ The current inner switching yard has performed reasonably well and has not impeded any 
movement on the DCC continuous run. 

➢ Trains entering only interfere briefly with switching.

➢ Trains leaving the yard need not interfere with switching.

➢ In the yard there are three parallel loop roads interconnected at the ends with two interconnected in 
the middle

➢ The inner most loop road has industries which require switching.

➢ Two spurs at each end come off the three loop roads also provide switching.

➢ In all there are something like five areas where stock can be dropped off or picked up or ‘processed’ 
[Grain Elevator].
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➢ Problems can occur at the entry end as there is a ‘pinch point’ on the point ladder.

➢ There are also problems with the curvature on the spurs at the entry end.

➢ The boards upon which this yard sits are life expired.

●  The proposed arrangement has problems.

➢ When a train is being switched and a spur needs to be accessed on the parallel line continuous 
running cannot take place. This will affect both the analogue and DCC sides.

➢ If continuous running occurs in parallel to the switching, the analogue side will need the switching 
area to be electrically separate from the running lines. Electrical separation cannot occur as 

 spurs come off running lines, 

 each running line has spurs coming off 

 some spurs may need the loco to run round.

➢ The board is looking quite crowded. 

➢ I am not sure how prototypical the topography we are creating is to the NA scene as our up and 
down lines separate to run round the edges of the town.
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Finally, the stacking arrangement does not allow for scenery. That will mean all scenic material will 
need: 

● to be added at set up 

● removed from the board at the end of the session. 

● Stored safely so that it is undamaged.

● All that will take time and will impact on the type of scenery’ both soft and hard’ that can be 
used.

I think we are trying to do too much in a restricted space. Consequently, we will not achieve the objectives 
set out above.

● Possible ways out of the dilemma.

I would suggest:

➢ We modify the track plan rather than scrap it.

➢ We adopt a phased approach to solving the total problem.

➢ We look very seriously at Ian James’ suggestion for break out points to allow either potential hook 
up to the Freemo layout or to allow privately owned boards to be attached.
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1. More specifically

We move the analogue to the inside and make the outer track digital.

We change the allocation of the tracks.

a) The DCC track becomes a single run through. In the short term there would be no switching on 
the DCC side. 

b)The other track is reassigned to the Analogue side’ 

I. To achieve this there would need to be changes to the point work at each end. Can we do 
this? I do not know but it could be investigated.

II.The spurs coming off the track that has changed sides would need to be realigned to be 
attached to the yard.

III.This arrangement would allow the quarry/opencast coal mine to become part of the 
analogue side. As its builder is analogue this could be an advantage.

On the analogue side the current loops and spur become the electrically separate switching yard.

We finish these boards as phase 1. 

Then have a phase 2 designed to re-create switching on the outside of the current boards. Phase 2 may 
require some realignment of the outside curves. 
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At this stage we park the Analogue/DCC crossover track. However, this can be achieved safely by:

a) Ensuring there is a dead section equal to the length of a locomotive between the analogue and 
the DCC.

b)Splitting this track into three dead sections as a ‘belt and braces’ protection

c) But have the facility to plug in wiring to be used ONLY when the layout is in FULL DCC 
mode.

d)When not in use, its presence could be disguised by use of a building placed over the track. 
Further protection could be given by dividing the building internally into three. The two 
outer ends masquerading as a goods shed and the middle section being a void.

We look to create Ian J’s break out points on the end boards. 

We give some careful thought to how both hard and soft scenery are going to be attached/placed on 
the layout and how both hard and soft scenery will be stored.

Gordon Edgar
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NMRA BR Winter Meet, Sunday January 30, 2022

The NMRA BR Winter Meet – “Benson”, will be at the traditional venue:

Benson Parish Hall, OX10 6LZ, on Sunday, January 30, 2022. 

The venue will be open to NMRA members and the public from 10:00 to 16:00.    The NMRA Publicity 
Stand and the Region Library will be present.  AP Assessment will also be available but must be advised 
beforehand to Keith Webb, AP Chair.  

Traders confirmed include Anoraks Anonymous, Mech Models, N-Scale Laser, Anglo-American, and 
American O Scale.    There will also be space for members Bring and Buy, at £10 per table.  

Layouts invited include Kamiak Falls, West Street Yard, both in HO.  We are also expecting an N-Scale 
layout and more to be confirmed. 

Catering will be provided by TooPerfection. 

Admission will be £5 for NMRA members and £10 for non-members, which highlights the value to be 
gained from being an NMRA member. Please bring your NMRA Membership card, as we may not 
have time to check your membership and you’ll risk the non-NMRA admission charge.

There are attractions close by which might interest non-railers in your family sharing the day out.  The 
Thames is close by, with walks on the footpath as well as the Waterfront Café.  Waterperry Gardens are 
about 20 minutes’ drive.  Oxford is also only a few miles away, with a Park & Ride available at Redbridge 
about a mile beyond where the A4074 meets the ring road.   
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Bicester Outlet Village is close to M40 Junction 9, about 20 miles north. The Chilterns aren’t far away, 
with nature reserves at Aston Rowant close to M40 J6 and J5, and plenty of other locations to stroll around 
and to observe the numerous red kites. 

We look forward to seeing you there,

Mick Moignard & Keith Webb (organisers)

Layout Protection 

I came across this type of product as part of a “festival of decorating” that I am engaged in as part of some 
major work on our house. I was using them for their intended purpose of masking, but it occurred to me 
that they could be useful in protecting models too
.
I found two comparable products, Goodhome “Tape and Drape” and “Scotch Blue Pre-Taped Painters 
Plastic with Edge Lock and Dispenser”. Each consists of a roll of cling-film-like material which has ¾” 
masking tape along one edge. The material comes as a roll about 20cm wide in the case of “Tape and 
Drape”. The Scotch film is narrower but comes in a dispenser that includes a serrated edge that allows it to 
be cut off at the appropriate length. With Tape and Drape you need to use scissors.

Below are some photos from a Scotch advert that show how their product is used.

First, the material is fixed in place by unrolling the blue masking tape along the edge to be protected. Note 
that the translucent film appears to be narrow, but this is misleading. It is fan-folded so once it is in place 
and cut to length it may be unfurled as shown below. 
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In the case of “Edge Lock” the unfurled film extends 24 inches out from the wall – long enough to cover 
most layouts. The “Tape and Drape” extends to 1 metre, which gives an extra margin.
The film is thin enough that it shouldn’t damage models but strong enough that is not too easy to tear.

Here are a couple of costings. I didn’t spend any time looking for the cheapest sources.
20 metres x 1 metre of Tape and Drape £8 from B&Q.
27.4 metres x 60cm of Scotch Edge Lock £6 from Wilco (includes the dispenser).

I thought I was pretty smart thinking of using this stuff to protect a layout, Then I came across a “Model 
Railroader Video Plus” episode where they are doing just that. So, indeed, there is nothing new under the 
sun! In the video they are using the Scotch version to protect the track and bridges on a layout under 
construction. Here’s a still from the video…
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In the photo the film is being unfurled to protect the layout during backdrop painting. You can see the blue 
masking tape along the bottom of the backdrop. Unfortunately, this video is only available to Model 
Railroader Video Plus or Trains.com subscribers. However, there is video of a house painter in the USA 
using a similar product at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0nNr6MtvNaM

So, a useful material for model railroaders. It works well for DIY too!

Tom Winlow

Wayne’s HO Layout 8×15

“My HO layout 8×15 is nowhere close to being done. I started with a bare room back in Feb. I stopped 
working on it the first of April. I had an item on my bucket list that I wanted to do. I set my HO layout 
aside, got on my motorcycle, and went on a 3-month, 11,000 mile, and 19 states trip. When I returned 
home, I started back on my layout.

Regardless of my age of 77, Parkinson, bad knees, overweight and a dozen other things they want to give 
me a pill for, I am getting things done. I had a track problem when I left on my trip, but figured it out, then 
corrected it when I returned home. I would like to share some pictures with you, and the other model 
railroading enthusiasts.

The first shot is a hill that I am trying to create distance. This whole section is N gauge.

My sister-in-law sent me some ceramic little houses she got in Ireland. They’re N gauge size, so I placed 
them up on the hill, bought N gauge people, cars, some with lights, cows, and street lamps. When I started 
putting lighting in, I had to learn how to solder hair.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0nNr6MtvNaM
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The next shot is the famous government owned “Comet Mine” a critic got started by saying my rocks 
looked like a meteor had hit the area…! That mine has grown quite a bit.

There’s a shot at night with the farmhouse and barn in the background, and the ice house and meat 
packers, and stock yard.
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Finally, here is some of the stuff I am working on.

Thank you

Wayne”
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A big thanks to Wayne. Here’s what I really love about the blog: seeing folk make a start, and then slowly 
but steadily progress. And nothing demonstrates this more than Wayne. Have a look and see for yourself. 
I do admire the way Wayne has grabbed the bull by the horns and just gone for it – it’s the start that stops 
most of us when it comes to a layout.

Best

Al

VIC…torious?

Caption competition – let us know your 
suggestions for #114? 
No prizes but give your colleagues a chuckle.
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FRED

I see that Athearn have released an HO model of a GP18 with a Soundtraxx Tsunami2 decoder, a nice-
looking model with plenty possibilities for short-line enthusiasts (a full-sized one was photographed as 
recently as March 2021, running as East Penn Ry.) I particularly like the Illinois Central version (mainly 
black) as it would take little alteration to represent a new owner.

We’ve just been approached by a new retailer, located in Hereford, whose website might be worthy of a 
look – mostly OO UK outline.  www.modelsandminiaturesofhereford.com                                                    
  
In the big stuff (1:1) the machinations of Canadian National had received a set back from the STB in their 
attempt to gain control of Kansas City Southern and it looks as though Canadian Pacific could now be the 
only game in town – watch this space.

Finally, Happy Christmas and a prosperous New Year to one and all.

Bob

What is Santa’s favourite scale………. 

Ho Ho Ho…………..

http://www.modelsandminiaturesofhereford.com/
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Merry Christmas
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